GRAPHIC DESIGNER INTERN

Job: Graphic designer intern  
Company: CCI FRANCE CHINE  
City: Beijing  
Duration: 4-5 months  
Starting from: July 17, 2023  
Nationality: Chinese or French  
Department: Services  
Type of employment: Internship  
Experience: College Students  
Domaine: Communication, design, events

CCI FRANCE CHINE:
Established in 1992, the French Chamber of Commerce and Industry in China (CCI FRANCE CHINE) is a non-profit organization, which represents French companies doing business in China. The French Chamber has branches, offices and representatives in Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Chengdu, Chongqing, Dalian, Hangzhou, Kunming, Qingdao and Guangxi.

MISSIONS:
You will collaborate with the graphic designer and the communications director and assist them on the following missions:

1. Publication of the annual directory of the French Chamber, with the designing of the internal pages.
2. Development of promotional tools for the event departments (flyers, backdrop, on-line and off-line banners).

PROFILE:
Majoring in design in China or France  
Strong knowledge of InDesign, photoshop, illustrator and knowledges of Mac  
Creative, pro-active and dynamic  
Excellent oral and written skills in English and spoken French (optional)

CONTACT:
Please send your resume to the following address: wang.dan@ccifc.org